
 
Mr. Bell’s Useful Tips for the Black Belt Test! 

 

1) Eating & Drinking 

a) For breakfast before the test, the best things to eat are either toast without too much on it, 

or a healthy cereal (Coco puffs are not the best thing) 

b) You will need carbohydrates for your body to break down throughout the day, a little 

protein, and some natural sugars to start off. During the test, eat an energy bar or 2 if you 

want. 

c) Do Not stuff yourself full of dairy products, Dunkin’ Donuts, McDonald’s, or anything 

else containing too much fat (or possibly chemical by-products) that will cause you to 

vomit in the middle of sparring (many people have before). 

d) Also before the test, you should drink about half a pint of liquid (whatever you’re 

drinking for the day). Drinking too much will give you painful cramps, but none will 

cause you to quickly de-hydrate and, again, vomit, and we start out the test with a good 

solid hour of sparring and about 200 push-ups. 

e) You really have three main choices for drinks. Of course you can drink water or a sports 

drink such as PowerAde or Gatorade; either one is fine. But, I bet most of you don’t 

know about the other fantastic thing you can have. Low fat chocolate milk is probably the 

best thing to drink throughout the test. It contains the perfect balance calories, 

carbohydrates, sugar, and water to give you a burst of energy and keep you going strong. 

2) Conditioning 

a) Starting 6 months before the test, you should be conditioning yourself by doing push-ups 

and crunches everyday and running at least twice a week; towards the end of the 6 

months you should be up to about 200 push-ups and 200 crunches a day. 

b) Here’s the important thing. A few days before the test, drop it down to maybe 50 a day at 

the most. This is what is called a resting period and is done in many sports. Your muscles 

will get a chance to rejuvenate before you take the 5-hour-long test. 



3) Being Prepared 

a) To be prepared for the test, you will need to work on all of your weak areas. Typically, 

people have the most trouble with sparring, advanced kicking, board breaking, and 

reading material. 

b) To be prepared for sparring you just have to have good endurance and not waste all your 

energy in the first couple rounds. 

c) Make sure you don’t have any trouble with some of the harder kicks, such as jump-spin-

reverse crescent kicks and back kicks. 

d) With board breaking, people tend to have the most trouble with palm strikes, side kicks, 

and spin-back kicks. I prefer an elbow to a palm, because you use your torso to achieve 

more power. If you do choose, palm, just make sure you can break the board. With both 

side kicks and back kicks, just practice hitting the center of the board consistently and 

hitting with the heel. If you can do that, than all you need to add is speed and power. 

e) I have made a few sentences to study the knowledge base using the first letters of each 

phrase; you can use mine if you want, or make up your own. All of the reading material is 

in the black belt manual. 

f) 7 Rules of Good Sportsmanship 

• Rules (Remember it’s a game – it’s not real) 

• Never (Never turn your back on your opponent) 

• Decided (Don’t get angry; communicate) 

• To (Talk positively to yourself) 

• Kick (Know and observe the rules) 

• Someone’s (Smile before and afterwards) 

• Abs J (Always give a sincere “Thank you” at the end of a game) 

g) 4 Focus Points 

• Run (Rate yourself on a scale of 1-10) 

• Hither (Healthy Competition) 

• Toward (Train as if it were real) 

• Concord! (Coach yourself) 



h) Black Belt Success System 

• Know (Know what you want) 

• How (Have a plan and a success coach) 

• To (Take consistent action) 

• Run! (Review your progress and renew your goals) 

i) 6 Parts of Theory of Power (here is what I came up with, and it’s true) 

• Reason For (Reaction Force) 

• Connor’s (Control) 

• Eradicate (Equilibrium) 

• Bowling ‘Cause of (Breath Control) 

• Minor (Mass) 

• Scoliosis (Speed) 


